
 

SpaceX launches 53 Starlink satellites into
orbit
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This still image provided by SpaceX shows a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket lifting off
from Cape Canaveral, Fla., Space Force Station on Saturday, Nov. 13, 2021.
SpaceX expanded its constellation of low Earth orbit satellites with the launch of
53 Starlink satellites from Florida.Credit: SpaceX via AP

SpaceX expanded its constellation of low Earth orbit satellites on
Saturday with the launch of 53 Starlink satellites from Florida.
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A Falcon 9 rocket lifted off from Cape Canaveral Space Force Station at
7:19 a.m. EST and deployed the satellites about 16 minutes after launch.

The rocket's reusable first stage, which has been used for multiple
launches, including the first crewed test flight of SpaceX's Crew Dragon
spacecraft, successfully returned and landed on the "Just Read the
Instructions" droneship in the Atlantic Ocean.

Starlink is a satellite-based global internet system that SpaceX has been
building for years to bring internet access to underserved areas of the
world.

Earlier this week, SpaceX launched four astronauts to the International
Space Station, including the 600th person to reach space in 60 years.

It took 21 hours for the flight from NASA's Kennedy Space Center to
reach the glittering outpost.

The astronauts got emotional when they first spotted the space station
from 20 miles (32 kilometers) out, calling it "a pretty glorious sight."

Three astronauts welcomed the crew instead of the preferred seven.

That's because SpaceX brought four of them back on Monday, after the
launch of their replacements kept getting delayed.
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https://phys.org/tags/internet+access/
https://phys.org/news/2021-11-spacex-crew-space-years.html
https://phys.org/tags/space+station/
https://phys.org/news/2021-11-station-astronauts-spacex-home.html
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The new crew will spend the next six months at the space station and,
during that time, host two groups of visiting tourists.

Russia will launch the first group in December and SpaceX the second in
February.

© 2021 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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